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by
János Abonyi and Balázs Feil

The book is, a tually, a monograph, whose title

ould have better been

Fuzzy k-Means Clustering Paradigm in Data Analysis and Modelling.

Al-

though, namely, a lot of other material is presented in the book (e.g. elements of
ANN, Bayesian

lassi ation, PCA and related topi s, et .), the true ba kbone

of the entire presentation and the narrative is the generalised fuzzy k-means
approa h and its various forms as well as appli ations.
The volume starts from a
analysis, in whi h, of

hapter,

ontaining general introdu tion to

luster

ourse, the algorithms asso iated with fuzzy k-means, are

espe ially pronoun ed. This is parti ularly so with the Gath-Geva algorithm,
whi h is made use of thereafter several times in the book within various ontexts.
Already in this

hapter the situations are treated, in whi h observations are

apparently generated by a pro ess, having a denite and identiable model.
The se ond

hapter is devoted to another

lassi al subje t of multidimensional

data analysis, namely visualisation (here: of

lustering results). Again, here also

mainly the te hniques asso iated with fuzzy representation (mapping) of data
and their groups are put forward. The two subsequent

hapters form the

ore of

the book: fuzzy regression and identi ation of dynami al systems. In the latter
hapter ample use is made of the fuzzy neural networks in the problem of model
order sele tion. In Chapter 5 the authors return to another
multivariate analysis, namely to

onstru tion of

lassiers.

lassi al theme of
Fuzzy

developed, also with the use of fuzzy de ision tree approa h.
last

lassier is

Finally, in the

hapter of the book segmentation of multivariate time series is taken up,

whereby the Gath-geva algorithm returns as one of the fundamental tools.
As mentioned, the book is in fa t a monograph on the diverse shapes and
appli ations of the k-means-based fuzzy

lustering paradigm, whi h takes very

dierent forms in dependen e upon the eld of appli ation and thus the te hni al and mathemati al

ontext. A reader is led along a relatively narrow, but

smooth path, winding among various problem-dened lands apes. On this path
milestones are

onstituted by the (somewhat

ursory) algorithm des riptions, of

whi h there are indeed many. The book is very well illustrated, with an ample
bibliography of 302 positions, and an index.
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Due to the formula of the book many issues and methods are, on the way, left
untou hed. It would also be valuable, if the methods that are not treated were
somehow

ompared with the ones presented (although it is true that this is not

always possible in view of the widely diering

hara teristi s of the respe tive

methods). To some extent, one has the impression that the book is based on
the prin iple of having a good, robust and rather general method (a tool) and
showing how to use it in every imaginable situation (task). So, in many
is left without a

ases one

onvin ing answer to the question: why thus? To start with, not

in every situation referen e to fuzzy rather

risp methods and representations

brings positive results. It is obvious that the use of fuzzy methods involves in
virtually all

ases additional parameters (exponents,

ut-o levels) that have

to be user-dened (the assumed degree of fuzziness) and to a large extent
determine the

hara ter of results.

On the other hand, the book is mu h more

onvin ing on the subje t of

model identi ation  even with the reservations mentioned above  than
with respe t to data mining. The domain of data mining, namely, developed
with two issues as the motive for e: the vast volumes of data and the desire
to automati ally re onstru t knowledge on the basis of these vast volumes
of data, this knowledge taking on a possibly simple (preferably rule-like) form.
Out of this

onjun tion the book misses thorough analysis of

omputational

omplexity, whi h is of paramount importan e for the large data sets, whi h
an often be s anned just on e, or at most a small number of times.
To sum up, I am glad I had the opportunity to read the book, whi h presents
a ri h repository of versatile appli ations of a powerful paradigm, some of them,
espe ially those related to modelling, having in my opinion quite a spe ial value.
Every spe ialist in advan ed data analysis will nd the book not only interesting,
but also a valuable and well-organised sour e of additional know-how among the
existing multipli ity of te hniques.
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